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QUESTION 1

When planning a new disk unit to populate the reserved 16U space on a z14 ZR1, what could prevent installation? 

A. 8U minimum and two power cords 

B. Weight and power consumption 

C. Height and maximum capacity 

D. 6U minimum and Flash 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/ShowDoc.wss?docURL=/common/ssi/rep_ca/4/877/
ENUSZG18-0024/index.htmlandlang=enandrequest_locale=en 

 

QUESTION 2

A z14 ZR1 is configured for Capacity Marker W06 and 6 IFLs. At the time of purchase, the customer had not expected
growth. Therefore, the CPC was configured as a Max12 (FC#0637). However, additional Java workload makes the
deployment of a zIIP engine feasible. 

What are the considerations, if any, that the customer has to include into their plans for upgrading? 

A. Depending on the type of specially engine (IFL, ICF, zIIP, or SAP) the additional resource can be added concurrently
to the existing CPC model. 

B. None. The upgrade is done by changing the microcode and can be activated concurrently. 

C. A change in the z14 ZR1 CPC drawer feature upgrade is disruptive. The additional engine will have an impact on the
maintenance cost. 

D. All IBM software contracts have to be checked and amended to include the new zIIP engine. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer purchased a new z14 3906-M02. They want the ability to add temporary CP capacity on short notice for a
spike in production work. 

What authorization feature should be configured? 

A. OOCoD 

B. CPE 

C. CBU 

D. CDP 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A client with a fully depreciated production zBC12 would like to upgrade to a z14 ZR1 of equal capacity. At the same
time, they would complete a data center move to a location across the country requiring minimal downtime. 

Which of the following would typically be the most economical way to migrate them from the zBC12 to the z14 ZR1,
accommodating the data center move while providing the least amount of downtime? 

A. Purchase a net new z14 ZR1 for installation in the new data center. 

B. MES the zBC12 to a z14 ZR1 located in the new data center. 

C. MES zBC12 to z14 ZR1 in the current location; then move the z14 ZR1 to the new location. 

D. Perform a Migration Offering from zBC12 to the z14 ZR1 in the new data center. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following best describes the term "RPO"? 

A. The point at which the data is in a consistent state at both the primary and the backup sites. 

B. The point at which the business declares a disaster. 

C. The point at which GDPS software begins automatic failover. 

D. The point at which the age of data at the backup site is acceptable. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/What-is-the-difference-between-RPO-and-RTOfrom-a-backup-
perspective 
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